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TESS OF THE D’URBERVILLES
BY

THOMAS HARDY

" Tess of the d’Urbervilles ” is possibly the finest, 
certainly the most popular, novel of the famous writer 
whose remains were recently accorded the supreme 
honour of burial in Westminster Abbey. The .recep
tion which it had when it first appeared, nearly forty 
years ago, was not wholly favourable, as it aroused 
the antagonism of a number of strict persons who 
considered it to be a dangerous attack upon morality. 
But this criticism has since, with the arrival of a less 
narrow generation, passed away, leaving the book 
admired on all sides as an undoubted masterpiece, as 
indeed one of the world’s great stories.

THE CROCK OF GOLD
BY

JAMES STEPHENS

Mr. James Stephens, the distinguished Irish poet 
and novelist, wrote in " The Crock of Gold ” what 
has so far proved to be his most generally admired 
work improse. The book is difficult to label, being 
neither a fairy tale, nor an essay, nor an allegory, 
nor a novel, although it possesses features of all these 
forms. Perhaps as good a description as any was that 
supplied by a reviewer in Punch, when he described it 
as " a fairy fantasy, elvish, grotesque, realistic, allegori
cal, humorous, satirical,. idealistic and poetical by 
turns, and—very beautiful.”

THE CATHEDRAL
BY

HUGH WALPOLE

Mr. Hugh Walpole, who is of course one of our 
most distinguished living novelists, has written in 
" The Cathedral ” a book which has secured a popu
larity unusual even for his work. The late Sir 
Robertson Nicoll, a singularly reliable judge of a 
book, described it as " a delight to read ” and " the 
most powerful of all its author’s writings.” Another 
critic, reviewing the story in The Nation and The 
Athenaum, expressed the flattering opinion that it was 
" perhaps the best novel of ecclesiastical life that has 
appeared since the days of Trollope.”

THE ENCHANTED APRIL
BY THE AUTHOR* OF

« ELIZABETH AND HER GERMAN GARDEN ”

This is one of the most delightful novels of the 
witty and humorous lady who chooses to be known 
as " The Author of ‘ Elizabeth and Her German 
Garden.’ ” The enthusiasm with which it has been 
received by the press will be seen by the following 
extracts from a very large number of laudatory 
reviews.

" It will be enormously popular, and it will deserve its 
popularity to the full.”—The Daily Telegraph,

"e The Enchanted April' is an enchanted book.”—The 
Daily Chronicle.

" The book keeps one in a diffused ripple of enjoyment 
from beginning to end.”—The Illustrated London News.

««The Enchanted April' is Elizabeth at her adorable 
best.”—Country Life.



ROBBERY UNDER ARMS
BY

ROLF BOLDREWOOD
This story of life and adventure in the bush and 

the goldfields of Australia is one of the most widely 
appreciated volumes of the kind ever written. It has 
been reprinted, since the year 1888, when it was first 
published, no fewer than forty-four times. Readers 
wearied of the average novel of to-day, in which 
nothing of any consequence happens, will do well to 
secure this tale, where the excitement is continuous. 
Incidentally, they may also be advised to deposit the 
volume, until perused, in a very secret place, as other
wise when, in a moment of leisure, it is required, it is 
almost sure to be found in somebody else’s possession.

Complete in One Volume

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN
WONDERLAND AND THROUGH

THE LOOKING-GLASS
BY J

LEWIS CARROLL
With all the Illustrations by Sir John Tenniel

There can be few works written for the young 
which have given so much delight as the immortal 
couple, " Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland ” and 
" Through the Looking-Glass.” In connection with 
the present issue it should be specially noted that the 
two works appear in one two-shilling volume, and that 
all the original illustrations by Sir John Tenniel are 
included.
[Messrs. Macmillan’s editions of Lewis Carroll are the 
only ones which contain these copyright illustrations.]

OTHER VOLUMES WILL FOLLOW


